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something wholly British. Seventeen miles out of Buenos
Aires a charming suburb clusters round an admirable club.
It has its games, its dances, and its life; and its contacts
with Buenos Aires are almost confined to the successful
effort of its male population to catch the morning train to
town or lunch on Saturdays at Harrods. One begins to
wonder whether the prim British instinct of keeping oneself
to oneself dictated this retreat. Was Hurlingham the cause
of the surprising segregation of the races ? Or was it just
a consequence ? Did the egg precede the chicken, or did
the hen come first ? And which of the two is Hurlingham ?
It is a fact, at any rate. But there may be other facts.
Before one breaks in thunder on the heads of Englishmen
(always a congenial exercise for English writers) with a fine
denunciation of their gross insularity, narrow prejudice, and
general ignorance, it is just worth examining the social
record of the sister community in Argentina. Here, as well,
certain impediments seem to preclude domestic intimacy.
For Argentina is Spain's daughter; and Spain has inhibi-
tions about the home which render the admission of strangers
a rare and guarded privilege. There are so many points
at which the Argentine has progressed far beyond his slow-
moving Spanish ancestor that one can hardly doubt that
he will finally outgrow the narrow limits of the old secluded
Spanish home. For instance, the stern rule of the duenna
is being rapidly destroyed by his younger daughters' taste
for golf; since few duennas, even if they survived the drive
to San Andres in the two-seater, are equal to a walk round
eighteen holes. So the Seiiorita golfs all unguarded; and
one Spanish castle, whose frowning bartizans looked down
on generations of escorted daughters, has capitulated. Can
it be doubted that the secluded Spanish home, which is ten
times more a castle than anything dreamt of by the most
self-sufficient Englishman, must go the same way in time ?
For it will be manifestly ridiculous to guard the Senorita's
evenings against the very strangers with whom she has been
playing golf all day; and when that discovery dawns upon

